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1665 Robert Hooke and Cells



Pathologists today use Optical Microscopy
For diagnosis at the cell level

Benign or Tumor?

(ii)

(i)

Cross et al. Nature Nanotechnology 2, 780-83 (2007) 



Immunofluorescence triple labelling assays of 
cytological samples:

ü To confirm selected cell populations actually represented “tumor” and   “normal 
mesothelial cells”, immunofluorescence analyses of clinical effusions were performed.

(a) Optical image
showing morphology of
visually assigned
“tumor” (i) and “normal”
(ii) cells; inset shows tip-
cell alignment; scale bar
= 50um.

(b) Fluorescence image
of negative control
labeled for DNA (blue),
F-actin (green) and Ber-
EP4 (red).

c) Immunofluorescence:
DNA (blue), Ber-EP4
(red) and F-actin
(green).

d) Immunofluorescence:
DNA (blue), Ber-EP4
(red) and Calretinin
(green).

*arrow head = tumor cells; arrow = mesothelial cells. Images taken with an Olympus 
BX-40 microscope at x 40 objective.

Cross, S.; Jin, Y.; Rao, J. and Gimzewski, J. Nature Nanotechnology, 2: 780-783 (2007)





EXOSOMES SIZE IN PERSPECTIVE

Light Microscopy
Diffraction limit

STED

Atomic Force Microscopy 

Electron Microscopy

CNSI



Feeling the invisible:
1983…..

Scanning Tunneling 
Microscope STM

10 million times 
smaller than a finger

Where the real finger is
an atom
equivalent to the Eiffel 
tower
feeling a golf ball



The finger: a fine needle 
terminated by a single atom



CO on Copper at -269 CelsiusCopper crystal with atomic steps



Gold atoms

Electron standing wavesAtoms make waves
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ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPE
Binnig, Quate, Gerber 1986

AFM Probe

CNSI



Teeth –Biofilms and Dentinal Tubules

With Wen Yuan Shi: UCLA School of Dentistry and Molecular Biology



Dentinal Tubules



67 x 250 nanometers



ProArgin is a combination of Arginine and (CaCO3)
Provides instant relief of sensitivity by blocking the open dental 

tubules, which prevent the fluid within the tubules to be responsive 
to external stimuli



Dental enamel after using mouth wash
Bacteria - Biofilm



S. mutans

UA 140 UA 159



F. nucleatum 312058



S. sanguinis

1 µm
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Practitioner à fingerà Palpable on scale of cm-mm à non-quantitative

Atomic force microscopy à nanometer- micrometer à quantitative

Applicable to tissue, biopsy, single cells, exosomes, actin complexes

CNSI

AFM Probe

Hooke’s law

§ Hooke’s law
F = - k* DX

Elasticity Modulus of biomaterials



ü Need for quantitative analysis

ü Need for diagnostic technique with high   sensitivity 
and specificity

ü Current analysis is only  70- 80% accurate

Cross et al. Nature Nanotechnology 2, 780 -
783 (2007) 

Nanomechanical-Based Evaluation and Diagnostics of Human 
Patient Samples:

AFM



Cell Morphology vs. Nanomechanics:

Young’s Modulus, E (kPa) Young’s Modulus, E (kPa)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

*Cytospin sample preparation yielded morphologically indistinguishable cells!

Measured cell stiffness 
of cytocentrifuged cells

Tumor Normal

Tumor Normal

Measured cell stiffness 
using the (typical) 12h 
ex vivo culture method

Despite morphological 
similarity cell types are 
still distinguishable
mechanically


